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Abstract 
Hybrid dynamic systems are systems consisting of a nontrivial mixture of discrete and 
continuous components, such as a controller realized by a combination of digital and analog 
circuits, a robot composed of a digital controller and a physical plant, or a robotic system 
consisting of a computer-controlled robot coupled to a continuous environment. Hybrid 
dynamic systems are more general then traditional real-time systems. The former can be 
composed of continuous subsystems in addition to discrete and event-controlled components. 
In this paper, we develop a semantic model, constraint nets (CN), for hybrid systems. CN 
captures the most general structure of dynamic systems so that systems with discrete and 
continuous time, discrete and continuous variables, and asynchronous as well as synchronous 
event structures, can be modeled in a unitary framework. Using aggregation operators, a system 
can be modeled hierarchically in CN; therefore, the dynamics of the environment as well as the 
dynamics of the plant and the dynamics of the controller can be modeled individually and then 
integrated. Based on abstract algebra and topology, CN supports multiple levels of abstraction, 
so that a system can be analyzed at different levels of detail. CN also provides a rigorous formal 
programming semantics for the design of hybrid real-time embedded systems. 
1. Motivation and introduction 
A dynamic system is defined on a structure (.Y, A ) where Y is a time structure and 
A is a domain structure; the time and domain structures can be either continuous or 
discrete. Table 1 shows examples of four basic types of models of dynamic systems. 
We call a dynamic system composed of components of more than one basic type 
a hybrid system, for example, a controller realized by a combination of digital and 
analog circuits, a robot composed of a digital controller and a physical plant, and 
a robotic system consisting of a computer-controlled robot coupled to a continuous 
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Table 1 
Examples of the basic types of models of dynamic systems 
Dynamic Systems 
Discrete domain 
Continuous domain 
Discrete time 
Finite state machines 
Difference equations 
Continuous time 
Asynchronous circuits 
Differential equations 
environment. Hybrid dynamic systems are more general than traditional real-time 
systems. The former can be composed of continuous subsystems in addition to 
discrete and event-controlled components. 
The development of models for hybrid systems has been very active over the last 
two years [20,15,21,3]. We take a different approach to the study of hybrid systems. 
Our approach is motivated by the following arguments. First, hybrid systems consist 
of interacting discrete and continuous components. Instead of fixing a model with 
particular time and domain structures, a model for hybrid systems should be de- 
veloped on both abstract time structures and abstract data types. Second, hybrid 
systems are complex systems with multiple components. A model for hybrid systems 
should support hierarchy and modularity. Third, hybrid systems are generalizations 
of basic discrete or continuous systems. A model for hybrid systems hould be at least 
as powerful as existing computational models. In short, the model should be unitary, 
modular, and powerful. 
We start with a general definition of time as a linearly ordered set with an initial 
time point, a metric space and a measure space. Then we examine domain structures 
in abstract algebra and topology. With any time structure and domain structure, we 
can define basic types of elements in dynamic systems: traces, which are functions of 
time, and transductions, which are mappings from traces to traces. The constraint net 
model (CN) is then developed on an abstract dynamics structure composed of a trace 
space and a set of basic transductions: transliterations, which are memoryless combi- 
national processes, unit delays and transport delays, which are for sequential pro- 
cesses, and event-driven transductions. Event-driven transductions play an important 
role in this model as channels between continuous and discrete time components, or 
as synchronizers among asynchronous components. 
The syntax of a constraint net is a bipartite graph with two types of nodes: locations 
and transductions, and a set of connections between locations and transductions. 
A constraint net can be composed hierarchically via modular and aggregation 
operators. Semantically, a constraint net represents a set of equations, with locations 
as variables and tranductions as functions. The semantics of the constraint net, with 
each location denoting a trace, is the least fixpoint of the set of equations. The 
semantics of a system can be obtained hierarchically from the semantics of its 
components and internal connections. In this model, temporal integration is defined 
on vector spaces using infinitesimal transport delays. 
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CN is a deterministic dynamic process model; nondeterminism can be modeled via 
hidden or uncontrolled inputs. Thus, while more powerful, and simpler, than most 
inherently nondeterministic models, probabilistic and stochastic analysis can be 
incorporated. CN is also an abstract and general dynamic process model, while 
discrete state machines and differential state equations are particular instantiations of 
the model. 
In summary, CN satisfies our objective which is to provide a model that is formal 
and general, modular and composite, as well as powerful and practical. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the syntactic 
structure of constraint nets. Section 3 develops the topological structure of dynamic 
systems. Section 4 presents the semantics of constraint nets using fixpoint theory and 
defines temporal integration using infinitesimal transport delays. Section 5 discusses 
modeling in constraint nets. Section 6 surveys the existing hybrid system models. 
Section 7 concludes this paper and points out related research. Appendix A presents 
the mathematical preliminaries; the proofs of theorems and propositions are in 
Appendix B. 
2. Syntactic structure of constraint nets 
In this section, we introduce the syntax of constraint nets and characterize the 
composite structure and modularity of the model. 
2.1. Syntax 
Intuitively, a constraint net consists of a finite set of locations, a finite set of 
transductions and a finite set of connections. Each location is of fixed sort; a location’s 
value typically changes over time. A location can be regarded as a wire, a channel, 
a variable, or a memory location. Each transduction is a causal mapping from inputs 
to outputs over time, operating according to a certain reference time or activated by 
external events. Connections relate locations with ports of transductions. A clock is 
a special kind of location which connects to the event port of an event-driven 
transduction. 
Syntactically, a constraint net is a triple CN = (Lc, Td, Cn>, where Lc is a finite set of 
locations, each of which is associated with a sort; Td is a finite set of labels of 
transductions, each of which is associated with a set of input ports and an output port 
and each port is associated with a certain sort; Cn is a set of connections between 
locations and ports of transductions of the same sort, with the following restrictions: 
(1) there is at most one output port connecting to each location, (2) each port of 
a transduction connects to a unique location and (3) no location is isolated. 
A location 1 is an output location of a transduction F iff there is a connection 
between the output port of F and 1; 1 is an input location of F iff there is a connection 
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Fig. 1. The constraint net representing a state automaton. 
Fig. 2. The constraint net representing S=,f(s). 
between an input port of F and 1. A location is an output of the constraint net if it is an 
output location of a transduction; otherwise, it is an input. The set of input locations of 
a constraint net CN is denoted by Z(CN), the set of output locations is denoted by 
O(CN). A constraint net is open if there is an input location; otherwise, it is closed. 
A constraint net is represented by a bipartite graph where locations are depicted by 
circles, transductions by boxes and connections by arcs. For example, Fig. 1, wheref 
is a transliteration of a state transition function and 6 is a unit delay, is an open net, 
which can represent a state automaton: s(O)=s,,s(n+ l)=f(i(n),s(n)), given time as 
the set of natural numbers. Fig. 2 is a closed net, which can represent a differential 
equation S=f(s), given time as a left-closed real interval. 
2.2. Modules 
A module is a triple (CN, I, O>, denoted by CN(I, 0), where CN is a constraint net, 
I G I(CN) and 0 E O(CN) are subsets of the input and output locations of CN, 
respectively; I u 0 defines the interface of the module. A module CN (I, 0) is closed if 
I =8; otherwise it is open. Locations in I(CN)-1 are hidden inputs and locations in 
O(CN) - 0 are hidden outputs. A module is nondeterministic iff I c I (CN). Graphically, 
a module is represented by a box with rounded corners. 
A compound module can be constructed from simple ones. There are three basic 
operations that can be applied to modules to obtain a new module. The first is union, 
which generates a new module from two modules, with these two modules side by side. 
The second is coalescence, which coalesces two locations in the interface of a module 
into one location, with the restriction that at most one of these two locations is an 
output location. The third is hiding, which deletes a location from the interface. 
In addition to the three basic operations, we can define three combined operations. 
The first is cascade connection which connects two modules in series. The second is 
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___________._-____-___, 
Cascade > i- 
,__________________.___I 
Fig. 3. Cascade, parallel and feedback connections. 
Parallel 
> 
Feedback 
parallel connection which connects two modules in parallel. The third is feedback 
connection which connects an output of the module to an input of its own (Fig. 3). 
There are three reasons for introducing modules. 
First, modules create a hierarchical composition structure for complex systems. For 
example, a state automaton module SA is created if we select locations i, s or i,s’ of the 
constraint net in Fig. 1 as the interface. An input/output automaton IOA is then 
developed using a cascade connection of SA and a transliteration g (Fig. 4). IOA 
defines a transduction from input traces to output traces. 
Second, modules provide a flexible way for generating different systems from the 
same set of components. To illustrate this idea, we again look at input/output 
automata. There are two types of input/output automata: Mealy machines [17] or 
Moore machines [19]. In general, an input/output automaton is a tuple 
(f, Y, sO,fsU,fo) where _% is the set of input values, Y is the set of states with Sony as 
the initial state, fs: 9 x Y + Y is a state transition function, 0 is the set of output 
values and& is an output function. However, there are two ways to define an output 
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Fig. 4. An input/output automaton (s* denoes either s or s’) 
function:f, : 3 x 9 +O for Mealy machines and f0 : 9’ + 0 for Moore machines. For 
a constraint net model of an input/output automaton, a Mealy or Moore machine is 
deduced by selecting different output locations as the interface of its state automaton 
module. Ifs’ is selected, ZOA is a Mealy machine withf, =fandfO =g of; ifs is selected, 
IOA is a Moore machine with fs =f and fo = g. 
Third, modules capture the notion of abstraction via hidden locations. Clearly, 
hidden outputs encapsulate internal states of a system. However, the role of hidden 
inputs is not obvious. Consider again the state automaton in Fig. 1. If the only input 
location i is chosen to be hidden, a module of a closed nondeterministic state 
transition system is generated. In particular, the state transition function f defines 
a state transition relation R E Y x 9, (s, s’)ER iff 3i~9, s’=f(i, s), or equally, the set of 
next possible states of a state s is { f(i, s) 1 ie.9 1. In general, any module CN (I, 0) with 
I c Z(CN) defines a nondeterministic system. Thus, while more powerful, and simpler, 
than most inherently nondeterministic models, probabilistic and stochastic analysis 
can be incorporated. Similar concepts have been explored earlier in general systems 
theory [ 181. 
3. Topological structure of dynamic systems 
In this section, we discuss the topological structure of time, domains, traces and 
transductions, which are basic elements of dynamic systems. The mathematical 
preliminaries on general topology, partial orders and metric spaces are presented in 
Appendix A. 
3.1. Time structures 
Understanding time is the key to understanding dynamics. We formalize time using 
abstract structures which capture the important aspects of time: linearity, metric and 
measure. A time structure, in general, can be considered as a linearly ordered set with 
a start time point, an associated metric for quantifying the distance between any two 
time points and a measure for estimating the duration of time. Formally, a time 
structure is a triple (Y, d, p), where 
l Y is a linearly ordered set (9, G) with 0 as the last element, 
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l (F,d) forms a metric space with d as a metric satisfying: Vt,< tl d tl, 
l (F,d,p) forms a measure space with ,u as a Bore1 measure. 
Let [tl, tz)= {t 1 tl d t < tz}. Clearly, p is defined for all sets with form [0, t) and for the 
total set 5 Furthermore, we let p([tl, tz))=p([O, t2))-p([O, tl)) and m(t)=d(O,t). 
For simplicity, we will use Y to refer to time structure (Y, d, p) when no ambiguity 
arises. 
A time structure 9 is discrete iff Y has no Cauchy sequence. 9 is dense iff for all 
tt <t2, there exists to, such that tl <to<t2; it is continuous iff its metric space is 
connected. Clearly, a continuous time is also dense, but not vice versa. For example, 
N, the set of natural numbers, and S?‘, the set of nonnegative real numbers, with 
d(tl,t2)=ltl-t21 and p([O, t))=t, are time structures. N is discrete and 59’ is 
continuous. The set of rational numbers 0 with the same metric and measure forms 
a dense time structure. The set {(2”- 1)/2”ln~Jlrf u {l) or fOj u{1/2”1n~Jfj with the 
same metric and measure defines a time structure which is neither discrete nor dense. 
Even though our definition of time structures is extremely general, discrete or 
continuous time structures are most commonly used. 
A time structure Y may be related to another time structure Yr by a reference time 
mapping h : Jo -drr where 
l the order among time points is preserved: t-c t’ implies h(t) cr h(t’), 
l the least element is preserved: h(O)=O,, 
l the distance between two time points is preserved: d(t,, t,)=d,(h(t,), h(t2)), and 
l the measure on any finite interval of time points is preserved: 
~(Co,t))=~L,(CO,,h(t))). 
Yr is a reference time of Y, and 5 is a sample time of Yr. For example, if h : Jf + W’ is 
defined as h(n) = n, B+ is a reference time of Jf. For any time structure Y, a reference 
time of Y is as “dense” as 5 
3.2. Domain structures 
As with time, we formalize domains as abstract structures so that discrete as well as 
continuous domains are defined uniformly. A domain can be a simple domain or 
a composite domain. 
A simple domain is a pair (Au (IA},dA) w h ere A is a set, _LA$A means undefined, 
and dA is a metric on A. Let A= Au {IA). For simplicity, we will use A to refer to 
simple domain (2, dA ) when no ambiguity arises. For example, let 9 be the set of real 
numbers, @ is a simple domain with connected metric space; let 99= {0, l}, a is 
a simple domain with discrete topology on 99. 
Any simple domain 2 is associated with a partial order relation <A. (1, ~2) is 
a flat partial order with IA as the least element, i.e. if al < ,qa2, then either al =a2 or 
a, = IA. In addition, 2 is associated with a derived metric topology t. Let the metric 
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topology on A induced by the metric dA be rA, T is rA u {A). A simple domain can also 
be represented as a triple (2, d A, r) where d 2 is the partial order relation and z is the 
derived metric topology. 
A domain is defined recursively based on simple domains. (A, d A, z), with dA as 
the partial order relation and r as the derived metric topology, is a domain iE 
l it is a simple domain; or 
l it is a composite domain, i.e. it is the product of a family of domains 
{ (Ai, dA, zi) Jie, such that (A, < A ) is the product partial order of the family of 
partial orders { (Ai, d A, ) lie 1 and (A, r) is the product space of the family of spaces 
{(Ai,ri))i,r. 
Note that we have also no restriction on the index set I which can be arbitrary (finite 
or infinite, countable or uncountable, etc.). For simplicity, we will use A to refer to 
domain (A, <A, z) when no ambiguity arises. For example, let neN be some natural 
number, _!%Y is a composite domain with n components; Jf + 3, or equally, B”, is 
a composite domain with infinitely many components. 
We take a signature as a syntactical structure of a class of multi-sorted domains 
with associated functions defined on these domains. Let Z= (S, F) be a signature 
where S is a set of sorts and F is a set of function symbols. F is equipped with 
a mapping type: F 4 S* x S where S* denotes the set of all finite tuples of S. For any 
~EF, type(f) is the type of ,f: We usef’:s* + s to denotefeF with type(f)=(s*,s). 
For example, the signature of Boolean algebra can be described as: 
C*=(b,{O,l, A, v }) with 0: -+b,T:b-+b, A :b-+b, and v :b,b+b. C,, has one 
sort with constant 0 (nullary function), a unary function 1, and two binary functions 
A and v. 
A domain structure of some signature is defined as follows. Let C=(S, F) be 
a signature. A C-domain structure A is a pair ({ As}ses, {f” JfEF) where for each SES, 
A, is a domain of sort s, and for each f:s* + SEF with s*: I + S and SES, 
f” : x , A,! +A, is a function denoted by f: For example, (a, {0,-t, A, v ) ) is a Cb- 
domain structure where 1, A and v are negation, conjunction and disjunction, 
respectively. 
3.3. Trace and event structures 
A trace v: Y-+A is a mapping from time Y to domain A. For example, if Y =9?+ 
and A=&!, v1 =It. sin(t) and v2=k.e-’ are traces. 
A trace provides complete information at every finite point of time. Values at 
infinite time points are not presented explicitly; however, they can be derived when 
limits are introduced. For example, lim,, m sin(t) = I, and lim,, m e-‘=O. 
Given any linear order L and a domain A, v : L +A is a linear set of values. A value 
V*EA is a limit of a linear set of values v, written v+v*, iff v* is a limit of u in the 
derived metric topology. With this definition, the set of limits of v has the following 
properties. 
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Proposition 3.1. Jf 0: L +A, then 
(1) u +IA, and 
(2) v + VT and v -+ vz imply that either VT 6 2 v;” or vz d A 0:. 
Proposition 3.2. If v : L-+ A for A = x t Ai, then 
(1) v+v* ifs vi + vT for all ill, and 
(2) the set of limits {v* 1 v -+ v* } is a directed subset in (A, GA ) and has a least upper 
bound. 
Therefore, we can define the limit of a linear set of values as follows. Let u: L-+ A, 
the limit of v, written lim v, is defined as the least upper bound of the set of limits of v, 
i.e. limv=V,{v*~v+u *). The limits have the following properties. 
Proposition 3.3. If v : L +Afor A= x,A,, then (limv)i=lim~i,ViEl. 
Proposition 3.4. If ul, v2 : L -+ A and v1 (1) d A uz (1) for all 1~ L, then lim u1 ,< A lim ~2. 
Given a time structure Y, let J rn be the set of downward closed intervals. i.e. for 
any TE.F 33, tE T implies that for all t’ d t, t’e T. Obviously Y-EY-“. A trace v: Y +A 
can be extended to its completion urn : 5 m + A as: urn(T)= lim vI r where VI r denotes 
the restriction of u onto T. A trace completion provides values at infinite as well as 
finite time points. For any trace v: 5 + A, up (5) = lim v can be considered as the 
“final” value. For simplicity, we will use v to refer to both u and its completion V~ 
when no ambiguity arises. Furthermore, let pre(t)= { t’) t’< t> and t---z = 
(t’It’<t,d(t,t’)aT} for ZE%?+. Clearly, pre(t)E.F” when t>O t--TE.F-” when 
m(t) > z > 0, and pre(t) = t -0. A time structure Y is semi-discrete ;k Vt >O, pre(t) has 
a greatest element; Y is well-defined iff VObr<V m(F), {t (m(t)<r} has a greatest 
element. 
Trace structures are derived as follows. Given a time structure F and a domain 
(A, d A, z), the trace space is a triple ( A5 , GAr,l-) where A” is the product set, i.e. 
the set of all functions from F to A < , ,A~ is the product partial order relation of the 
partial order relation <A an d r is the product topology of the derived metric 
topology r. For simplicity, we will use AY to refer to trace space (AF, <.+.p, r) when 
no ambiguity arises. 
Given a linear set of traces V: L +A T, limits and the limit of V are defined as 
follows. A trace V*EA~ is a limit of V, written V+ V*, iff V* is a limit of V in the 
derived metric topology. Similar to the properties with limits of a linear set of values, 
the properties of limits of a linear set of traces are as follows. 
Proposition 3.5. If V: L + AF for a linear order L and a trace space AT, then 
(1) V-+ V* ifs V(t)+ V*(t) for all tEF, and 
(2) the set of limits {V* 1 V + V*} is a directed subset in (AT, GA/) and has a least 
upper bound. 
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e(t) I 
Fig. 5. An event trace: each dot depicts a time point. 
Therefore, we can define the limit of a linear set of traces as follows. Let V: L + AT, 
the limit of V, written lim V, is defined as the least upper bound of the set of limits of V, 
lim V=VA9 { V* 1 V-r V*}. 
Proposition 3.6. Zf V: L-+A”, (lim V)(t)=lim V(t),tlt~Y. 
An event trace is a special type of trace which is nonintermittent and whose domain 
is 3. A nonintermittent trace is defined as follows. A trace v : F -+ A is nonintermittent 
iff for any TES m, v(T)=I,impliesthatVT’~T,v(T’)=I,.Atraceu:9~X,Aiis 
nonintermitant iff ui is nonintermittent for all iel. 
An event trace e: Y +a with e#k. I, generates a sample time structure 
(K, d,, pe> of W 4 p) where 
l YesS is defined as: ~~={O}u{t>O~e(t)#I,,e(t)#e(pre(t))}, i.e., each 
transition point of the event trace defines a time point (Fig. 5). 
. d,=+~,x~<. 
l vt~~,~,(Co,t))=~((CO,t)). Let T={rle(r)#~,}. P,(K)=P(T). 
Proposition 3.7. The sample time structure generated by any event trace is semi-discrete 
and well-defined. 
An event space is a triple (Br , G&F, r’) where 9 is a time structure, dr c ar is the 
set of all event traces on the time structure Y, 68~ is the subpartial order relation of 
the partial order relation ,<ar and f’ is the subspace topology of r. 
3.4. Transductions 
A transduction is a mapping from input traces to output traces which satisfies the 
causal relationship between its inputs and outputs, i.e. the output value at any time 
depends only on inputs up to that time. Formally, given u1 , u2eAY and ZEN?‘, v1 and 
v2 are coincident up to z iff Vt,m(t)d~+u,(t)=u~(t). A mapping from a trace space to 
a trace space F : AF + A Y’ is causal iff for any t’e.F’, F(uI) (t’)= F(u2)(t’) whenever 
u1 and u2 are coincident up to m’(t’). A causal mapping on trace spaces is called 
a transduction. For instance, a state automaton with an initial state defines a transduc- 
tion on a discrete time structure; a temporal integration with a given initial value is 
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a typical transduction on a continuous time structure. Just as nullary functions 
represent constants, nullary transductions represent races. Obviously, transductions 
are closed under functional composition. 
We characterize two classes of transductions: primitive transductions and ewnt- 
driven transductions. Primitive transductions are defined on a generic time structure 
X Primitive transductions are functional compositions of two types of basic transduc- 
tions: transliterations and delays. 
A transliteration is a pointwise extension of a function. Givenf : A + A’,f,: A”--+ 
A’T is the pointwise extension off onto a time structure F :fT(v)=lt.f(v(t)). We will 
also use f to denote transliterationf, if no ambiguity arises. Intuitively, a transliter- 
ation is a transformational process without memory or internal state, such as a combi- 
national circuit. 
Let A be domain, VIE A be an initial output value and F be a time structure, a unit 
delay 6:(u0) : A T-aT is a transduction defined as 
if t=O, 
v(pre(t)) otherwise. 
A unit delay 6g(vo) acts as a unit memory for data in domain A, given a semi-discrete 
time structure 9Y We will use 6(u,) to denote unit delay S$ (v. ) if no ambiguity arises. 
Unit delays are not meaningful for non-semi-discrete time structures. Transport 
delays are essential for sequential behaviors in dynamic systems. Let A be a domain, 
voeA be an initial output value, F be a time structure and r >O be time delay; 
a transport delay Am: AT--t AT is a transduction defined as 
if m(t)<z, 
otherwise. 
We will use A(z)(v,) to denote transport delay Az$(T)(u,) if no ambiguity arises. 
Primitive transductions are functional compositions of basic transductions, namely 
transliterations and delays, with all the input/output traces sharing the same time 
structure. However, a hybrid system consists of components with different time 
structures. In the rest of this section, we consider event-driven transductions which 
constitute an important aspect of our model. 
First, we consider the types of transductions which map traces of one time structure 
into those of another. Let Fr be a reference time of F with reference time mapping h. 
The sample trace of v:F~ + A onto F is a trace p: F+ A, v=k.u(h(t)). On the other 
hand, the extension trace of v: F+ A onto F, is a trace U:Fr-+ A, 
lT=h,. 
i 
v@-‘(h)) if 3t~~~~(CO,,t,))d~(CO,t)) or k(C0,,tr))<k4F), 
I.4 otherwise. 
where h - 1 (&)= (t 1 h(t) Gr tr) EF m. Sampling is a type of transduction whose output is 
a sample trace of the input. Extending is a type of transduction whose output is an 
extension trace of the input. 
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An event-driven transduction is a primitive transduction augmented with an extra 
input, an event trace; it operates at each event point and the output value holds 
between two events. The additional event trace input of an event-driven transduction 
is called the clock of the transduction. An event-driven transduction works as follows. 
First, sample the input trace from the reference time %r onto the sample time 
Ye generated by the event trace e. Then, perform the transduction in Ye. Finally, 
extend the output trace from .%= back to Fr. Let bF be the set of all event traces on 
time structure %, and F,: A9 + A’T be a primitive transduction. We define an 
event-driven transduction on time structure %,_ as Fg : 8% x A5r + A’%;, 
if e=lt.I,, 
otherwise. 
We will use F” to denote event-driven transduction F> if no ambiguity arises. 
3.5. Dynamics structures 
Finally, with preliminaries established, we can characterize the abstract structures 
of dynamics. Let C = (S, F) be a signature. Given C-domain structure A and a time 
structure %, a C-dynamics structure C@(Y, A) is pair (V,%) where 
l V”= {A~},,subT is an S-sorted set of trace spaces together with the event space; 
l %=%ru%$ where %Y={~,“>,xu (~~(~,)},,s,~,~A.~~~~~(z)(u~))~~s,~>o,~,~A, 
is the set of basic transductions, %G = {F” 1 FE%~) is the set of event-driven 
transductions. 
So far we have presented a topological structure of dynamics by formalizing time, 
domains and traces in topological spaces and by characterizing primitive and event- 
driven transductions. With such a topological structure, continuous as well as discrete 
time and domains can be represented uniformly, and a hybrid dynamic system can be 
studied in a unitary model. 
The advantages of developing an abstract dynamics structure are the following: 
Algebraic specification for the domain structure can be extended to the dynamics 
structure. 
Algebraic transformation can be applied to control synthesis. 
A real-time programming semantics can be developed on a sound mathematical 
base. 
A dynamic system can be analyzed at different levels of abstraction in topological 
spaces. 
The semantics of constraint nets 
So far we have presented the syntactical structure of constraint nets, which is 
graphical and modular. However, syntax only serves as a mechanism for creating 
a model, the meaning of the model is not provided. There are many models with 
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syntax similar to constraint nets (Petri nets [23] for example) that have totally 
different interpretations. 
Since transductions are mapping from traces to traces, one direct interpretation of 
a constraint net is to denote by each location a trace of the right sort. Thus, 
a constraint net denotes a set of equations with locations as variables and 
transductions as functions; the semantics of the constraint net is a (the) solution of the 
set of equations. 
Given a set of equations, there are only three possibilities: the set of equations has 
(1) no solution, (2) exactly one solution and (3) more than one solution. For example, if 
x~.@, x=x - 2 has no solution, x=0.5x - 2 has one solution -4, and x=x2 - 2 has 
two solutions, - 1 and 2. A common technique is to define the semantics to be the 
least element in the solution set w.r.t. a partial order. Even though we have defined 
a partial order for any trace space, it is not guaranteed that the least solution exists for 
any set of equations and it is not clear how to solve the set of equations. 
In this section, we first present fixpoint theorems in partial orders and then examine 
the properties of a dynamics structure in partial order topologies. With these estab- 
lished, we can define the semantics of constraint nets using fixpoint theorems in partial 
orders. 
4.1. Fixpoint theorems and continuous domain structures 
The fixpoint theorems used here are for complete partial orders (cpo’s). Continuous 
,functions are functions which are continuous in partial order topologies. 
Theorem 4.1. (Fixpoint Theorem I). Let A be a cpo. Every continuous function 
,f:A+A has a leastjxpoint p.f: In particular, p.f=VA{fn(lA)}. 
By extendingf to a function of two arguments, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 (Fixpoint Theorem II). Let A and A’ be two cpo’s. !f f: A x A’ -+ A’ is 
a continuous function, then there exists a unique continuous function p, f: A + A’, such 
that for all aE A, (p. f )(a) is the least fixpoint of fO : A’ -+ A’, where fa = Ax. f (a, x), or 
equal VaEA, (p..f )(a)=f (a,(p.f )(a)). 
It is becoming clear that if the partial orders of the set of multi-sorted trace spaces 
and the event space are cpo’s, and the set of basic transductions and their event-driven 
extensions are continuous in partial order topologies, the semantics of constraint nets 
composed of primitive and event-driven transductions can be provided and construc- 
ted using the fixpoint theorems. 
The fact that the partial orders of multi-sorted trace spaces are indeed cpo’s is 
established by the following propositions. 
Proposition 4.1. The partial order of a simple domain is a cpo. 
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Proposition 4.2. The partial order of a domain is a cpo. 
Proposition 4.3. The partial order of a trace space is a cpo. 
Proposition 4.4. The partial order of an event space is a cpo. 
The following propositions characterize the continuity of basic transductions in 
partial order topologies. 
Proposition 4.5. Zf f: A + A’ is continuous, then for any time structure Y, fY : A” -+ AlY 
is continuous. 
Proposition 4.6. Unit delays are continuous given semi-discrete time structures. 
Proposition 4.7. Transport delays are continuous given well-dejned time structures. 
The following property characterizes the continuity of event-driven transductions. 
Proposition 4.8. Zf a primitive transduction F is continuous, then the event-driven 
transduction F” is continuous. 
We conclude this section by introducing continuous domain structures. Let 
C = (S, F ) be a signature. A C-domain structure ( { As}ses, { f “} JEF) is continuous iff 
f A is continuous in the partial order topology on A, for all f EF. 
In fact, to be continuous on a domain w.r.t. a partial order topology is not a real 
restriction. Given any partial or total function f: x,A, -+ A, continuous function 
7: x,z+A can be defined as 
if aE X t At and f(a) is defined, 
otherwise. 
We callfa strict extension of functionf, or a strict continuous function. For example, let 
C,=(r,{O, +, x}) with 0: +r, +:r,r+r and x :r,r-+r. Then (&{O, i, X >) is 
a continuous &-domain structure, where + and x are addition and multiplication 
on 9. We will also use f to denote its strict extension if no ambiguity arises. 
Finally, we come to the theorem on C-dynamics structures. 
Theorem 4.3 (Continuous C-dynamics structure). If A is a continuous C-domain 
structure and .Y is a well-defined time structure, the Z-dynamics structure 
9(Y, A) = ( “Ir, 9 ) satisfies (1) V is a multi-sorted set of cpo’s and (2) all transductions 
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except unit delays in 9 are continuous in the partial order topology. If Y is also 
semi-discrete, all transductions in 9 are continuous. 
4.2. Fixpoint semantics of constraint nets 
In this section, we come to the semantics of constraint nets composed of primitive 
transductions and event-driven transductions. Intuitively, a constraint net is a set of 
equations, with locations as variables and transductions as functions. We take the 
least fixpoint of the set of equations as the semantics of the net. 
Let C= (S, F) be a signature. A constraint net with signature C is a triple 
CNz= (Lc, Td, Cn), 
l each location 1~Lc is associated with a sort SE& where CES is a special sort 
denoting clocks: the sort of location 1 is written as sI; 
l each transduction FE Td is a primitive transduction or an event-driven transduc- 
tion. There are three types of basic transductions: 
1. transliterationf with a set of input ports I, and an output port oJ forf: s* + SEF 
where s*: I, +S: the sort of an input port iElf is s* and the sort of the output 
port is s; 
2. unit delay 6” with one input port and one output port for SES, whose input and 
output ports are associated with sort s; 
3. transport delay As with one input port and one output port for SES, whose input 
and output ports are associated with sort s. 
If F is a primitive transduction, with a set of input ports IF and an output port oF, 
let F” be the event-driven extension of F, with the set of input ports {e} uIF and the 
output port oF: the sort of the event input port e is c. 
Let CNZ be a constraint net with signature C and 9(Y-, A)= (V,9) be a continu- 
ous C-dynamics structure. CNr denotes a set of equations {o= F,(?))oEO(,-Nj where 
F, is either a primitive transduction composed of corresponding continuous transduc- 
tions in Y, or an event-driven transduction, oeO(CN) is the output location of F, and 
;:ZF, -P Lc is the tuple of input locations of F,. The semantics of a constraint net is 
defined using Fixpoint Theorem 11. 
The semantics of a constraint net CN, defined on a continuous C-dynamics 
structure is the least fixpoint of the set of equations (o= F,(~)},,,(c,,; it is a transduc- 
tion from the input trace space to the output trace space, i.e. 
[CNJ: x I(CN& + xO(CN) so’ AY 
If we consider the semantics of a constraint net as a transduction, then the 
semantics of a module will be defined as a set of transductions. Given that the 
semantics of a constraint net CN is [CNJ: x I(c -+ x o(cNjAz, the semantics 
of a module CN(I,O) is [CN(I,O)Ij={F,: x,Az+ xoA~}ueU where F,(i)= 
[CN] io(u, i) and U = x I(cNj_I AZ is the set of hidden input traces. The semantics of 
a composite module can be derived from the semantics of its components [31]. 
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A module describes a relation between inputs and outputs. If we take the union of 
the set of tansductions in the semantics of module CN(Z,O), noting that each 
transduction is a set of pairs, we obtain a relation on the relation scheme I u 0; each 
relation tuple is a mapping from input/output locations to traces, satisfying all the 
equations of the net. If we represent he semantics of CN also as a relation on the 
relation scheme Lc = Z(CN) u O(CN), noting that functions/transductions are 
a special type of relations, we have U [CN(Z, O)] = ZZluo [CNI, where ZZ, denotes the 
projection of relation onto the relation scheme X. If Z c Z(CN), U fCN(Z, O)] is 
a relation in general, rather than a function/transduction. Therefore, nondeterminism 
can be modeled via hidden inputs. Two modules CN(Z, 0) and CN’(Z, 0) are nondeter- 
ministically equivalent, written CN (I, 0) = CN’(Z, 0), iff U [CN (I, O)J = u [CN’ (I, O)]. 
Even though every constraint net defined on a continuous dynamics structure has 
a least fixpoint, the least fixpoint may not be well-defined. For example, x=0.5x - 2, 
x~$ has I, as its least fixpoint, and - 4 as another fixpoint. The relationship among 
well-definedness of constraint nets, strict continuous functions and algebraic loops 
has been studied [31]. 
4.3. Parameterized nets and temporal integration 
Finishing up this section, we introduce parameterized nets, a net associated with 
a set of parameters, then discuss limiting behaviors of parameterized nets, which will 
be used for providing a semantics of constraint nets with temporal integration. 
Many systems hare the same structure or follow the same law, while exhibiting 
different behaviors w.r.t. different parameters. A parameter is a variable whose value 
does not change with time, but differs from system to system, for example, mass, 
friction coefficient, initial state, time delay, gain, threshold, etc. Let P be a set of 
parameters, associated with each parameter PEP is a set of values D,. CNP is 
a parameterized net iff CN is a constraint net and P is a set of parameters in CN. The 
semantics of CNP, denoted [CN’J is a mapping from the parameter space to the set of 
transductions, i.e. [rCNpJ : x pDp -( xIcclv,Az+ xofcnrjAz) such that for any para- 
meter tuple UE x P Dp, [CNPl] (v) = [CN [v/P]] w h ere CN [u/P] denotes that each PEP 
in CN is replaced by its corresponding value v(p). 
Infinitesimals are an important class of parameters for limiting behaviors. Let E be 
a parameter with D, = (0,l) c W. Let d D, be a partial order relation such that a1 GD. Ed 
iff Ed dslsl. (D,, <*,) is a linear order. We call such a parameter E an infinitesimal. 
The limiting semantics of a closed constraint net CN with an infinitesimal E, written 
[CN*J is defined as the limit of the linear set of traces [CN”J, i.e. [CN*n =lim i[CN’I]. 
So far we have no definition for temporal integration, the most important type of 
transduction for continuous time structures. We now define temporal integration on 
vector spaces and provide the semantics of constraint nets with temporal integration 
using limiting semantics. 
Let U be a topological vector space [29], which is a special class of domain 
structures, with functions +: U x U+U and .: %? x U +U continuous in both the 
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partial order and the derived metric topology. A temporal integration j(so) : U / + U y 
with an initial state sO~U can be defined as follows. 
First, consider the case where 9- is a discrete time structure. Given Y discrete, 
pre(t) has a greatest element for any t>O, which will also be denoted by ye(t). 
Temporal integration is as follows: 
if t=O 
J (s&)=k. 1 p( [ye(f), t’)). u(pre(t')) otherwise. 
o<r,sr 
Clearly, the transduction J(so) is the least fixpoint of equation 
where 
dt=ilt. 
0 if t=O, 
p( [pre(t), t)) otherwise. 
Now given that Y is an arbitrary time structure, let Ye be a discrete sample time of 
5, generated by an event trace e. In particular, let e be the solution of e= A (I) 
for an infinitesimal E. Let intS,(u,s)=6(so)(s)+dt .6(O)(u), a temporal integration S(so) 
corresponds to a module CN (u, s) where CN is represented by following two equa- 
tions: 
s = int& (e, u, s), e=A (WM14, 
with E>O as an infinitesimal. This definition can be considered as derived from the 
forward Euler method; however, we are interested in semantics, rather than numerical 
simulation of differential equations. 
For example, let us investigate the limiting semantics of the net in Fig. 2 with U as 
@, Y as W+ and f: 4 +@ where f= ,k.( - s). This closed net is represented by three 
equations: 
s = int& (e, u, s), e = A (4 (0) (1 e), u= -s. 
The solution for e is 
e=k. 
0 if Lt/eJ is 
1 otherwise. 
even, 
The solution for s can be computed as the least fixpoint of s = intzo (e, -s, s). According 
to Fixpoint Theorem I, let so=&. Ia, the least element, we have 
s’ = intio(e, -so, so) = At. So 
if t-cc 
J-9 otherwise, 
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so if t<E 
s2=int,o(e, -d,sl)=lt. so - &SO if E<t<2& 
h.4 otherwise, 
so if t<E 
So - ES0 if E<t<2E 
. s’+‘=int&(e, -sk,sk)=At. I: ( k i;o(-l)‘c;&i > So if kE<t<(k+l)E 1, otherwise. 
Let s =vgl+ {sk}; s is the least fixpoint of the equation; s = At.sL”“J+’ (t). The limiting 
semantics of the net is s*=~t.lim,,os(t)=Ilt.lim,_o(~~~o(-l)i(k!/i!(k-i)!)~i)s~ 
where k=jt/i?l i.e. s*=~t.(~~~o(-l)‘ti/i!)s,=~t.sOe-’, which is the solution of 
s= -s. 
Using limiting semantics, other forms of temporal integration, such as temporal 
integration with bounded state/output values or with a reset input, can also be defined 
c311. 
5. Modeling in constraint nets 
We have presented a formal model, constraint nets (CN), for hybrid dynamic 
systems: the syntax of CN is graphical and modular, the semantic of CN is denota- 
tional and composite. The modular aspect of CN not only provides hierarchical 
structures of system composition, but also provides a simple and general concept for 
nondeterminism. The denotational semantics using fixpoint theorems in partial or- 
ders provides a rigorous and straightforward interpretation for the meaning of CN. 
Finally, parameterized nets and temporal integration increase the representation 
power of CN. As a result, CN can be used to model hybrid discrete/continuous 
dynamic systems with various event-driven components, while events can be gener- 
ated in the feedback loop of other computations. 
A hybrid dynamic system consists of modules with different ime structures, with its 
domain structure multi-stored. A typical hybrid domain structure would include 
a continuous domain, the set of real numbers L%, and a discrete or finite domain s, with 
associated functions. A typical reference time for hybrid dynamic system is the set of 
nonnegative real numbers 4e+. Event-driven modules can be associated with different 
clocks, characterizing different sample time structures generated by event traces. An 
event trace can be either with fixed sampling rate t,, generated by e = d (t,)(O)(le), or 
created by some discrete event generator, for instance, a transition is generated 
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Fig. 6. A robotic system where X, U, Y are state, control and sensing variables, respectively. 
whenever the system enters (leaves) apredefined set of states. Multiple event traces can 
also be combined to generate other event traces. Typical event interactions are “event 
or”, “event and”, and “event select” which can be defined in terms of event logics [25]. 
With event logic modules, asynchronous components can be coordinated. 
A typical hybrid system is a robotic system which consists of a robot coupled to 
a continuous environment, while the robot itself is an integration of a continuous 
plant with a discrete controller. This hybrid system consists of three subsystems: the 
plant, the controller and the environment, each of which can be modeled as a con- 
straint net (Fig. 6). 
We have been able to model hybrid systems uch as an elevator system [33], with 
an event-driven control structure, and a robot car soccer player [14], with both 
discrete and continuous components. 
Unlike most computational models which are developed on a particular algebra, 
the constraint net model is an abstraction. However, we have been able to prove that 
constraint nets can compute any partial recursive function, given a simple domain 
structure [31]. Traditional analog computation [24] fits this model as well. 
Since we define both time and domains as topological spaces, we can study various 
levels of abstraction via homomorphisms. We have studied time and domain abstrac- 
tion and refinement, trace and transduction abstraction and equivalence, behavior 
specification, robustness and complexity within this framework [31]. 
6. Models for hybrid systems 
Research on hybrid systems has been carried out for several years. In this 
section, we survey some typical models for hybrid systems from an historical point of 
view. 
One branch of interest in hybrid system models originated from concurrency 
models and evolved to timed concurrency models. For example, Alur and Dill [l] 
developed the theory of timed automata to reason about timed behaviors. Henzinger 
et al. [ 121 incorporated time into an interleaving model of concurrency in which 
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upper and lower bounds on time delay are associated with each transition. Various 
real-time extensions of process algebras [22] have been proposed to model the relative 
speed of processes. The time Petri net model [S] was introduced to specify and verify 
real-time systems. None of these models, however, are able to represent continuous 
change. 
Some effort has been made recently to develop models for hybrid systems by 
generalizing timed transition systems to phase transition systems [15,2 l] in which 
computations consist of alternating phases of discrete transitions and continuous 
activities. A hybrid system specification using Z was described in [30]. A duration 
calculus based on continuous time was developed [lo] in which integrators can be 
applied to predicates over a time interval. The use of weakest-precondition predicate 
transformers in the derivation of sequential, process-control software was discussed 
in (7161. 
The constraint net model is more closely related to dataflow-like models and 
languages, such as the operator net model, LUSTRE, SIGNAL and temporal 
automata. 
The operator net model [2], abstracted from Lucid [28], is defined on continuous 
algebras using fixpoint theory. The most attractive feature of this model is its 
independence of any particular algebra. Given a continuous algebra which specifies 
data types and basic operations, a sequence (continuous) algebra is obtained on which 
an operator net can be defined. (This idea was used in the development of the 
constraint net model.) LUSTRE [6], a development based on Lucid, is a real-time 
programming language, in which sequences are interpreted as time steps. In addition, 
LUSTRE introduces clocks, so that any expression is evaluated at its clock’s sampling 
rate. However, time structures in LUSTRE are discrete, rather than continuous. 
SIGNAL [4,3], similar to LUSTRE, is a real-time (reactive) programming lan- 
guage. As in LUSTRE, clocks are introduced to trigger various components. Again, 
the semantics of SIGNAL is based on discrete time structures. 
The temporal automaton model [13] is a step towards modehng causal functions in 
multiple time domains. The temporal automaton model provides explicit representa- 
tion of process time, symmetric representation of a machine and its environment, and 
aggregation of individual machines to form a machine at a coarser level of granularity. 
Even though time can be continuous in this model, there remain untackled problems 
in modeling continuous change and event control. 
A standard hybrid systems modeling language (SHSML) was proposed recently 
[26]. SHSML is based mostly upon the conceptual definition of a hybrid system that 
underlies hybrid DSTOOL [9] and on the modeling and simulation environment 
provided by SIMNON [7]. A system modeled by SHSML consists of continuous 
(continuous time and domain, for example, differential equations), discrete (discrete 
time and continuous domain, for example, difference equations) and logic (discrete 
time and domain) components. SHSML can be considered as an architecture defini- 
tion language for software and hardware codesign. However, there is still no formal 
semantics for this language. 
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A topological structure for hybrid systems has been studied recently by Nerode and 
Kohn [20]. Continuity in hybrid systems can be represented via the introduction of 
small topologies. The topology of domains in the constraint net model has been 
influenced by this development. 
7. Conclusion and related work 
We have developed a unitary model, constraint nets (CN), for hybrid dynamic 
systems. In order to make the model general we have studied abstract time and 
domain structures, from which abstract dynamics structures are derived. The syntac- 
tic structure of the model is graphical and modular, while the semantics is denota- 
tional and composite. 
In summary, the major contributions of CN are (1) CN models asynchronous and 
synchronous components, as well as coordination among components with different 
time structures; (2) CN supports abstract data types and functions, as well as algebraic 
specifications; (3) CN provides a programming semantics for the design and analysis 
of hybrid real-time embedded systems; (4) CN serves as a foundation for the specifica- 
tion and verification of hybrid systems. 
While modeling focuses on the underlying structure of a system as well as the 
organization and coordination of its components, global behaviors of the system are 
not explicitly represented. We have developed a timed linear temporal logic and timed 
V-automata [31] as specification languages [34]. Formal, semi-automatic and auto- 
matic verification methods for timed V-automata are developed by integrating a gen- 
eralized model checking technique for V-automata with a generalized stability analysis 
for dynamic systems [34,35,31]. 
A good design methodology can simplify the verification of a robotic system. 
Control synthesis and system verification can be coupled via requirement specifica- 
tions. We have explored a relation between constraint satisfaction and dynamic 
systems via constraint methods [32], and proposed a systematic approach to control 
synthesis from requirement specifications [31]. 
The goal of this research is to provide theoretical underpinnings for robot engi- 
neering and the systematic development of real-time, hybrid, embedded control 
systems. 
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Appendix A. Mathematical preliminaries 
In this appendix, we summarize the mathematical preliminaries required for this 
paper, based on [S, 29,27,11]. We start with general topologies, and then focus on two 
special kinds of topologies: partial order topologies and metric topologies. Some 
related concepts will also be stated. 
A. I. General topology 
Let X be any set. A collection z of subsets of X is said to be a topology on X if the 
following axioms are satisfied: 
l XE~ and 0~7. 
l If X~ET,X~E~, then X1nX2~z. 
l If XiEr for all i, then ui XiEZ. 
The members of z are said to be z-open subsets of X, or merely open if no ambiguity 
arises. A subset S of X is closed iff X-S is open. (X, 7) is called a topological space. 
We will use X to denote (X, z) if no ambiguity arises. 
A topology z on X is trivial iff z= (X,0}. A topology T on X is discrete iff z=2’. 
A topological space is separated if it is the union of two disjoint, nonempty open 
sets; otherwise, it is connected. 
Let (X, r) be a topological space and XE X. A subset N(x) of X is called a neighbor- 
hood of x iff x~N(x) and N(x) is T-open. X is a Hausdorfl space iff 
Vxi,xz,3N(?c1),N(xz), such that N(x,)nN(x,)=@ 
Let (X, T) and (X’, 7’) be topological spaces. A functionf: X +X’ is continuous iff 
for any ?‘-open subsets Y of X’,f -‘( Y) is z-open. Clearly, continuous functions are 
closed under functional composition. 
A subset 33 of z is said to be a basis for the topology 7 iff each member of z is the 
union of members of B. A subset Y of z is said to be a subbasis for z iff the set 
B= {B 1 B is the intersection of finitely many members of 9”) 
is a basis for z. 
Let (Xi, ti), iel be a family of topological spaces, and let x,Xi be the product set. 
Let 
Y = { x, 4 1 Vi = Xi for all but one iel and each 6 is an open subset of Xi}. 
A topology z on XI Xi is the product topology iff Y is a subbasis of T. ( X 1 Xi, 7) is 
called the product space of the spaces (Xi, pi). If Xi = X with the same topology for all 
iEl, X,X, is denoted by X’. 
Let X’ c X, z’= { WJ W= X’n U, UEZ}. It is easy to check that z’ is a topology on 
X’; Z’ is called the subspace topology on X’. (X’, 7’) is called the subspace of (X, 7). 
Two topologies on a set can be compared in the following sense: 7i is a jiner 
topology than t2 iff TV 2 z2. The trivial topology is the coarsest and the discrete 
topology is the finest. 
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In the next two sections, we will introduce two important types of topologies which 
are between these two extremes: partial order topologies and metric topologies. 
Partial order topologies are typical non-Hausdorff topologies and metric topologies 
are typical Hausdorff topologies. 
A.2. Partial order topology 
A binary relation on a set is called a partial order relation iff it is reflexive, transitive 
and anti-symmetric. Let X be a set, dx be a partial order relation on X; (X, Qx) is 
a partial order. X is a linear order iff Vxl, x2eX, either x1 d x x2 or x2 d Xx1. For any 
partial order relation Gx, let > x denote the inverse of <x, and let cx( >x) denote 
the strict relation of <x ( >x). We will use X to denote partial order (X, Gx) if no 
ambiguity arises. 
An element _L,EX is a least element iff for all XEX, I, Gxx. Least elements, if they 
exist, are unique. 
A partial order X is flat iff there is a least element Ix and for any x, yeX, x d x y 
implies that either x =y or x= Ix. 
An element UEX is an upper (lower) bound of a subset YE X iff for all YE Y, y Gx u 
(u <x y); u is a least upper (greatest lower) bound of Y iff for any upper (lower) bound 
u of Y, u <x u (u <x u). Least upper (greatest lower) bounds of Y, if they exist, are 
unique and will be denoted by Vx Y (Ax Y). 
A subset D of X is directed iff Vx, YED, 32~0, x Gx z, y 6 x z. 
A partial order (X, <x) is a complete partial order (cpo) iff there is a least element 
I,EX, and every directed subset of X has a least upper bound. 
Proposition A.l. A Jlat partial order is a cpo. 
Let {Xi}is, be a set of partial orders. The product partial order relation on 
X = x , Xi is defined as x bxx’ iff Xi dx, xi for all iE1. (X, <x) is called the product 
partial order of {(Xi, <X,)}iel. 
Proposition A.2. The product partial order of cpo’s is a cpo. 
Let X be a partial order. The subpartial order relation on X’ c X is defined as 
x1 GxVx2 iff x1 Qxx2, and x1,x2~X’. (X’, Go,) is called the subpartial order of 
<X, <x>. 
Given any partial order (X, <x ), the partial order topology is induced as follows. 
A subset Y of X is open iff (1) Y is upward closed, i.e. YE Y implies that t/z, 
y Gx z-z E Y, and (2) Y is inaccessible from any directed subset, i.e. if Vx DE Y, then 
3x~D, such that XE Y. The set of open sets on X forms the partial order topology. 
A partial order X is nontrivial iff 3x,x’, x <xx’. 
Proposition A.3. A nontrivial partial order topological space is non-Hausdorfl 
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Proposition A.4 Let X and X’ be cpo’s. A function f : X +X’ is continuous in the partial 
order topology ifs (1) for any directed subset D of X, f (D) is a directed subset of X’, and 
(2) Vx,f (D)=f h/x@. 
A function f: X1 x X2 -+X is right continuous iff Vxr EX~, Ax. f (x1, x) is continuous. 
A left continuous function is defined similarly. 
Proposition A.5. A function f: X1 x X2 +X is continuous ifs it is both left and right 
continuous. 
Let f: X +X be a function. A point XEX is a fixpoint off iff x=f (x); x is a least 
fixpoint iff for any fixpoint y off, x <x y. Least fixpoints, if they exist, are unique. 
Theorem A.l. Let f: X -+X be continuous function on a cpo X. f has a least jixpoint 
CL.f=Vx if” (lx)). 
A.3. Metric topology 
A function d: X x X-+9’ is a metric on X iff 
. 4x9 Y) = 4y, x1. 
. d(x,y)~d(x,z)+d(z,y). 
l d(x,y)=O iff x=y. 
(X, d) is a metric space. A subbasis of the metric topology is {W(X)}~,,,~~~ where 
N”(x) denotes the s-neighborhood of x, i.e. N”(x)= {x’ 1 d(x, x’) -CC}. 
Proposition A.6 Metric topologies are HausdorfJ: 
A finally 0 of subsets of X is a a-field iff it contains the empty set, the complement in 
X of every element in 0 and the union of every denumerable subcollection. A function 
~:a-+2 is a measure iff p(O)=0 and ~(UJYrXj)=Z~=r~(Xj) if XinXj=@ for any 
i #j. If (X, z) is a topological space, then the smallest a-field containing r is called the 
Bore1 field of sets, and denoted by C,,,,,(X). A measure defined on C,,,,(X) is called 
a Bore1 measure. 
A.4. Limit 
Let L be a linear order, X be a topological space, and v: L + X be a mapping. 
A point V*EX is a limit of v, written v + v*, iff VN(v*),310, VI aL lo, v(l)EN(v*). 
Proposition A.7. If v: L+X and L has a greatest element lo, v+ ~(1,). 
Proposition A.& If X is Hausdorff and v: L -+X, then v+v~ and v+v~ imply that 
v*=v* 1 2’ 
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Proposition A.9. Let L be a linear order, v : L + XIX{. If XI Xi is with the product 
topology, then v --to* ifs for all iel, vi+vT. 
Let X be a metric space. A sequence v: M-+X is Cauchy iff d(v(n), v(m))+0 when 
n, m-too. 
A-5. Vector space 
A vector space is a set X for which are defined the functions: + :X x X +X and 
. : W x X+X and with an element Ox satisfying the following conditions: 
x+y=y+x, (x+y)+z=x+(y+z), 
cc(z+y)=ctx+ay, (c(+j?)x=cIx+/?x, 
a(Bx)=(@D)x, x+0x=x, oxx=o, 1x=x. 
A topological vector space is a vector space with a topology such that + and . are 
continuous functions. 
Appendix B. Proofs of theorems and propositions 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. (1) The only neighborhood of IA is 2. Therefore 
v(l)~N(_l,) for all 1. (2) If vT #vt, then one of them must be IA, since A is Hausdorff 
with unique limits (Propositions A.6 and A.8). 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. (1) Follows from Proposition A.9. (2) For any two limits 
v and v’, the least upper bound of v and v’ is also a limit. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. (VA D)<=VA. Di where Di=niD. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. If A is flat, VT #IA implies that vz # IA. If A is product, 
lim vTi 6 A, lim vzi. Therefore lim VT GA lim vt. 
Proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. Proofs are similar to Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. If Ye is not semi-discrete, there is teFe, pre(t) c Fe has no 
greatest element, i.e. for any t’ -ce t, there is t”, t’ -ce t” ce t, which means there is 
infinitely many transitions between t’ and t, then e(pre(t)) will not be defined. 
Proofs of Propositons 4.1-4.3. Follows from Propositions A.1 and A.2. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let YE AF be the set of nonintermittent traces. The least 
element in V is At. IA. The least upper bound of a directed subset D of Y is 
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V, D=llt. VA D(t) which is also in Y since according to Proposition 3.4, 
(VAdD)(T) aAVAD(7’), if (VA6D)(T) is I,,d(T) is I, for all deD. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Let D E Ay be directed and v* be the least upper bound of D. 
We will prove that f& VA6 D)= V,,ffy(D), i.e. for any t,fT(u*)(t)=(VAfrfT(D))(t): 
f&*)(t)=f(U*(t))=f 
= y U-W)) IueD1 since f is continuous 
=y {f&)(t)JueD} = V fr (D)(t). 
A’” 
Proof of Propositon 4.6 For any unit delay &$(u,,): A” + AT, let D E A” be directed 
and u* be the least upper bound of D. Since Y is semi-discrete, p-e(t) has a greatest 
element which will also be denoted by p-e(t): 
if t=O, 
u* (pre(t))=V,(u(pre(t))~u~D) otherwise 
=v {&%oWW=D) 
A 
= ,v- k$(uoW))(t). 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. Since Y is well-defined, t--z has a greatest element when 
m(t) 2 7. 
Proof of Proposition 4.8. First we prove sampling and extending are continuous. Let 
Y be a time structure and Yr be a reference time structure of 9 with a reference time 
mapping h. Sampling is a transduction SY,F,. : A z+ AT. We prove that it is continu- 
ous. 
Let D c AK be directed and u* be the least upper bound of D. Let v_ be S,,,(u). 
~(t)=U*@(t))=V {WW~Dj=i,/ ;WD}=( //$ {W+ 
A 
Therefore, VAT, D = VAT _O. 
Similarly, extending is continuous, given the sample time structure well-defined. 
The proof is divided into two steps. First, F” is right continuous if F is continuous. 
Second, F” is left continuous. Therefore, according to Proposition AS, F” is continu- 
ous. 
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For any time structure Y and any fixed event trace e, sampling to Ye is continuous 
and extending to Y is also continuous. If F is continuous, F” is right continuous since 
continuous functions are closed under functional composition. 
Now we prove that it is left continuous. Let Y be any time structure and UEA~ be 
fixed. For any directed subset D of gr, D is chain. According to the definition, F$-(D, u) 
is a chain too, i.e. a directed subset. Furthermore, for any t if (VBF D)(t) # la, there is 
d6D such that for all t’<t,d(t’)=(V,, D)(t’), i.e. VA.T Fg(D,u)2 Fg(V,r 0,~). On the 
other hand, F$ is monotonic w.r.t. the left argument, i.e., VA.” Fg(D, u) < Fg(V8.p D, u). 
Therefore, VA.,F Fg(D, u)= Fg( VBr D, u), it is left continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem A.l. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let F’(a)=f(a, IA,) and Fk+’ (a) =$(a, Fk(u)). Since f is con- 
tinuous, it is right continuous. A continuous function in any partial order is also 
monotonic. Therefore, 
F’(u) GA, F’(u) GA, F2(u)...ba, F’(u)<... . 
Let p.J(u)=VaS {F’(u)(k>O}. Clearly, p-f(u) is the least fixpoint off,:A’+A’. 
Next we prove that p.f is continuous. Clearly, for every k, Fk is continuous sincef is 
continuous and continuity is closed under functional composition. Therefore, for any 
directed subset D of A, 
“I( L(D)=)/i Fk(,,)w} 
=y {v ;F”(D)jlk>Oj 
A' 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Follows from Propositions 4.1-4.8. 
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